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BOOK I

THE BEGINNINGS
“The fear of the LORD is the beginning of wisdom,
and knowledge of the Holy One is understanding.”
(Proverbs 9:10 NIV)
"Only those who fear Allah, from among His servants,
who have knowledge.” (Holy Qu’ran 35:28)
“His form is not to be seen; no one sees Him with the
eye. Those whose through heart and mind know him
as abiding in the heart become immortal.”
(Upanishads 4:20)

Chapter 1 - FIRST CREATIONS
The Very Beginning1
In the beginning there is God and until the end He will always be.
Then God brought forth wisdom to His side, the first of what He wishes to “Be”.
With wisdom, the heavens in perfect array with the Greatest Light, He formed.
As companions, lesser gods He created, with various powers and forms.
From heavenly dusts, earth sprung nearby, water covered, formless and empty.
All those times earth was in suspension, up until His creation story.
Wisdom2
Truly wisdom was brought forth first of all God’s works before His deeds of old.
God knows this vital need for creation, since wisdom will guide perfection.
When God puts numbers in His deeds, He confirms with wisdom on how was it.
Without wisdom, measures of all in heavens and earth will for long not hold.
But without God, there will be no exact science during early creation.
So, fear God to understand and seek wisdom for nothing compares with it.
The Heavens3
God made the heavens by His words and its perfect universe by His breath.
Its starry hosts, planets and its Greatest Light were all perfectly in thread.
With wisdom, God created His dwelling place with all its majestic flare.
In the very beginning, even before earth, heavens must have been there.
For sure, God must have created a perfect kingdom for his glorious reign.
To preside and rule on holy ones like Him, immortals and feel no pain.
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The Lesser Gods4
God presides in the great assembly of gods and judges the holy ones.
The heavens were made for nothing since it was designed to be dwelled upon.
So God sired other gods, immortals, but may let them die if He desires.
God desires not, for He sees them as His children, whom He loves and admires.
But there were those who cannot help but oppose some of His designs and plans.
At the start, some stayed as angels but Satan led the creation of man.
First Light and Earth’s Axis – The First Day5
Now, earth was huge and dark under, and the word of God is over waters.
Earth started to rotate around an axis, since God said “Let there be light”.
Once its dark side faces heavens it brightens, once not, darkens thereafter.
Then God called the period of brightness “day” and the period of darkness “night”
That day the Greatest Light shone on earth, so no one knows the exact time yet.
This was earth’s first day of axial rotation, which took eons to complete.
Gravity and the Big Bang – The Second Day6
Let there be a vault between waters to separate water from water.
As the heavens are separating from earth, a sudden big bang ensued.
The sudden lost of heaven’s gravity parted earth to smaller matters.
With God’s breath, an unmoving or suspended earth’s universe can now be viewed.
But still the rays of the Greatest Light were touching every surface therein.
Such is the second day of creation with the Greatest Light yet shining in.
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Earthquakes, Eruptions and Evolution – The Third Day7
Let the water be gathered to one place, and let dry ground appear.” God said.
Earth changed rotation’s speed causing quakes and eruptions so land masses were laid.

Algae sprouted everywhere when God lets the land produced vegetation.
Over time these algae evolved to plants for a day then reached an eon.
The Greatest Light is shining yet so only plants can survive its hot rays.
For when God decrees a matter, He only says it to “Be”, the third day.
The Sun, Moon and Stars – The Fourth Day8
Let there be lights in the vault of the sky to separate the day from night.
Heavens move farther again, till the Greatest Light is now hidden from earth.
So now appears, earth’s Greater Light or the sun and the moon or Lesser Light.
For earth’s universe now moves in perfect cadence as God blew in His breath.
Old sun is unseen for its view might be blocked but earth still moves around it.
The fourth day and earth systems move so sometime old sun shines a little bit.
Evolution of Aerial and Water Life Forms – The Fifth Day9
Let the water teem with living creatures, and let birds fly above earth.
Living cells started to evolve causing small beings to be given birth.
More creatures are coming by the storm, a sight worthy of some mirth.
Heaven’s sun shines no more so earth is cooler and ready for life forms.
But again God’s day takes eons so evolution is still part of norm.
For the change on earth’s atmosphere makes the fifth day ideal to transform.
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Evolution of Animals and Man – The Sixth Day10
Let the land produce living creatures, the livestock and wild animals.
Evolution persisted for elements from heavens are yet in fullness.
Livestock and wild animals come to life, some came big and some evolved small.
Then God decreed, Let us make mankind in OUR image, in OUR own likeness.
Satan and his ilk get spots and tended some apes to evolve into man.
The sixth day - some gods created man while others opted not to make one.
God Rested – The Seventh Day11
By the seventh day God had finished his works, so he decided to rest.
God took eons to complete all His deeds, so taking rest He finds it best.
His body requires not rest but just wants time to honor His creations.
To remind future man that their bodies and nature need ministrations.
God rested so that man will keep the seventh day or Sabbath holy.
Therefore, remember to observe Sabbath for it is man’s foremost duty.
Wisdom Call12
Listen to wisdom, its mouth speaks the truth, for its lips detest wickedness.
Discern well and see if it is upright, if they are, then you found knowledge.
And know that the first light comes not from the greater sun but from the greatest.
A day is an eon then so everything did evolve and not abridge.
And God allowed lesser gods to create man according to their likeness.
Now, these we know for none of these are crooked or perverse, as wisdom pledge.
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Chapter 2 - EARLY SETTLEMENTS
From Animals to Perfect Man13
Then Satan and his minions were busy tending to their manly creation.
Elements from heavens and changes on earth help them achieved perfection.
Men have fully nurtured their body so with their faculty of reason.
Fatherless as they are, they grew up crude, aloof, wild and adversarial.
They observe their surroundings and discover things by mere tests and trials.
But the gods never left them and guided them afar to avoid mistrials.
Early Beliefs of the Unknown14
As man developed to perfection, he wondered the blessings of nature.
He begins to look at it as powerful source of luck and kind gesture.
That makes him associate blessings as acts of nature, and so with failure.
Making him revere every aspect of nature and worship the unknown.
This troubled the gods so they let the Supreme God know their apprehension.
To appease the gods, our Lord God allowed them to be with man in person.
The Gods Cohabited With Man15
So the lesser gods went down to earth and made themselves gods of a nation.
And taught man their ways and provided laws leading to civilization.
They established human settlements far from risk and wild agitation.
That time dinosaurs and wild beings made most of earth their habitation.
Only few places were suitable for development as a nation.
So the gods merged themselves and made each group a single administration.
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The Early Rule of the Gods16
Now it can be said, that there were a few biblical civilizations.
Safely established and determined through heavenly triangulations.
Once ruled by the gods with different powers, colors, characters and forms.
That can be affirmed by science and those who discern and want to be informed.
Wisdom will say that these civilizations were arranged in perfect form.
And that an unseen and godly hand is somehow involved when they were formed.
The Physical Image of Man17
Like their creators men turned into the same form, color and character.
Early on they developed godlike look but none can be any better.
If their creator is black and wants hot, they will surely be islanders.
So with the gods, man adopted and undergone natural selection.
As they pro-created, they became nearer to physical perfection.
They become more beautiful in looks and draw more sexual attraction.
The Attractions of the Gods to Man18
The gods and men lived in peace and man accorded the gods with due respect.
Not till the gods began to be attracted with men causing dire conflict.
Man believes that the gods have no right to pursue their pretty fellowmen.
So God allowed the marriage between god and man to make the conflict end.
For awhile this restore peace and allow the gods to pursue their likings.
And it is up to the pretty ones to accept courtship and wear their rings.
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The Demigods19
When the sons of God saw that the daughters of humans were beautiful,
They married any of them they chose, the most holy book reveals in full.
Showing claims that the gods coexisted with men as nothing but truthful.
The bible further said that they sired children with the daughters of human.
They were called the Nephilims or the demigods, half immortal, half man.
They were heroes of old, renowned men, as being told all over the land.
The Two Kinds of Men20
Early men live that long because they only eat what God has commanded.
Even having a long life, they know that in due time it needs to be ended.
It comes very clear to them that the gods favor no one but their children.
They have fun while the fatherless were treated like second class citizen.
And the children of the demigods were likewise taught some divine power.
Making purely evolved men their supplicants and left them to live in fear.
The Tolerance of the Gods21
Having acquired new powers, demigods became ruthless and wished for more.
The gods let their corrupt ways go unchecked for they have their bloods in their core.
This prompted our Lord God to call for an assembly of the holy ones.
And posed a question why they allowed oppressions of the unfathered ones.
How long will you defend the unjust and favors the wicked?, the Lord quipped.
Rescue the weak and the needy from the hands of the wicked, Lord God tipped.
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The Verdict of God22
Then God said he can no longer contend with humans for they are mortal.
So God commanded the lesser gods to mend their ways and be fair to all.
Also put an end to their biased ways and to stop marrying man’s daughters.
Then the Lord took the demigod’s immortality and numbered man’s years.
The lesser gods pleaded but God relent not as prodded by the angels.
They were asked to leave earth and just let their children be judged by archangels.
The Reactions of the Fallen Ones23
A war of the gods ensued with those on earth protecting their settlements.
They built sacred structures preventing the archangels to render judgments.
The earth gods were able to hold their grounds and their children turned more ruthless.

They began killing animals to predict if bad things will soon happen.
They taught their children divination to prepare them for any event.
The practice made their children more powerful, abusive and merciless.
Wisdom Call24
Now we come to know that there were gods who created man in their likeness.
With wisdom we now know why men differ in character, color and form.
And with discernment we can now see why there are men with super talents.
For the earth gods sired children with men’s daughters and passed on their godliness.
And wisdom shows that the gods taught men how to predict the coming of a storm.
Since their holy grounds is not shielded from heaven’s wrath though nature’s sent.
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Chapter 3 - FIRST DESTRUCTION
The Holy Grounds25
With their powers and technology, the earth gods built the sacred structures.
For no one not even God is allowed to take a life on holy grounds.
This preserves the lives of the gods’ children, immortals and those who were not.
For their mortal children whenever sick, the grounds gave them natural cure.
With this the gods made peace and returned to heavens with their spirits not down.
On their minds their children and their bloodlines are safe in a protected spot.
Communicating With the Gods26
The gods made sure to communicate with their children even from heavens.
When the stars and planets are timely aligned, they can use their beacon then.
Since the sacred structures are portals so the gods can hear enchantations.
Once contacted, the gods give in to their children’s deep solicitations.
Their prayers usually ask for more power and bodily protections.
Making them feel infallible so they started to win new dominions.
War with other Demigods27
To win new dominions, the demigods declared war with one another.
They forgot their fathers foreboding, to defend and support each other.
They sacrifice pure humans just to satisfy their hunger for power.
For their wars involve humans in the battleground with them in the foreground.
They just cannot let go of protection from their respective holy grounds.
For once their divine powers collide surely one will be placed underground.
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Man Eats Animal Flesh28
To win, the demigods practiced the art of predicting acts of nature.
They taught their human commanders how to do it and guide them in battle.
This involves watching birds and killing animals to know what lies ahead.
Food was scarce in war, so man learned to eat animal flesh due to pressure.
For dead animals left long under the sun were found to be edible.
The lack of plants for food in the battleground made them try the meat instead.
Flesh Becomes Staple29
The ones who made flesh as food won the war for they got rejuvenated.
They shared the news to their fellowmen on their new found source of food and strength.

Since heat made it edible, they tried using fire to shorten the process.
When the other camp learned of this wonder food, they also got satiated.
In due time, almost everyone was eating animal meat in great length.
This made God very angry so he chastised the gods for their carelessness.
Satan Stood Their Ground30
But Satan told God that acts of man are beyond them though they have their bloods.
Their wars are not of the gods for they are humans so they lust for power.
To eat flesh is matter of survival for God put instinct in their blood.
Their actions are natural for they were made to be like gods though lower.
No one can blame their children for they were made as such, all weak yet aim big.
So why not allow them this way and just let the strong survive, Satan asked.

.
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The Decision of God31
God has seen that man with godlike powers have no reason to stay on earth.
The holy grounds are protecting them from heavens delivering their death.
Those from heavens can claim immortal lives but only on neutral grounds.
Storms and nature’s act can kill their mortal kind so they have fortified grounds.
The lesser gods are assured that their children are safe from the wrath of God.
No matter what, the lesser gods are sure that God cannot destroy their blood.
The Agreement of the Gods32
And so God declared that He will destroy earth and will let the strong survives.
This stirred the gods but oppose not for it was them who suggested the plan.
Let man do it their ways even if it means survival of the fittest.
For in their hearts they know that their children and bloodlines have protected lives.
Satan and his minions agreed with God and let the destruction of man.
In their minds, they know their children will surely survive even the meanest.
The Ignorance of the Gods33
God told the archangels to go down to earth and wait near the holy grounds.
For He will send a disaster to earth that is beyond comprehensions.
The angels were worried for the plan favors children of the fallen ones.
They cannot deliver their death as long as they are inside sacred grounds.
The ‘gods’ know nothing, they understand nothing, said the Lord in all sureness.
With His grand plan, the earth gods even the angels are walking in darkness.
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The Earth Moves34
Then God decreed for big meteors to collide with earth which made the gods tremble.

When meteors after meteors hit earth its core foundation shook and trembled.
This moved earth and the sacred grounds were put out of its triangulation.
Giving the archangels the time to move and deliver retribution.
The children of the gods and their bloodlines were sent to annihilation.
That left the sacred structures aground because of its fortification.
The Survivors35
At first, everything on earth died except those who were flying and in caves.
After which mostly died due to lack of food and only a few survives.
Surely those exposed in land, air or water died when the meteors collide.
The dinosaurs and big mammals were wiped out for they have nowhere to hide.
The man servants of demigods survived for they were inside safe structures.
The provisions for the demigods aided them till healing of nature.
Wisdom Call36
With wisdom, one can conclude that there were demigods yet unclearly told.
For they came before Adam whose story never involved heroes of old.
Clearly we can surmise that they were wiped out long before biblical times.
When the earth shook its foundation, their immortality was lost in time.
Their surviving man servants passed on their history during ancient times.
This is the missing link that will make us know the events of olden times.
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Chapter 4 - SECOND CREATIONS
New Man37
After the meteoric destruction, no shrub had yet appeared on the earth.
And no plant had yet sprung up, for the Lord God had not sent rain on the earth.
And there was no one to work the ground, for only few survived God’s trounce.
But streams came up from earth and watered the whole surface of the ground.
Then Lord God formed a man from the dust of the ground and gave the breath of life.

And without evolution, the formed man magically came into life.
New Plants38
Thereafter, the Lord God had planted a garden in the east, in Eden.
This shows that when the new man was formed, some places have already names then.

Proof that there were lands before and in Eden he put the man he had formed.
The Lord God made all kinds of trees grow out of the ground, this time after man.
Trees that were pleasing to the eye and good for food, as the Bible informed.
The tree of life and tree of knowing good and evil in the middle found.
Existing Lands with Names39
A river watering the garden flowed from Eden and parts into four.
The name of the first is the Pishon winding all the land of Havilah.
The second river is named Gihon that winds through Cush and its entire land.
The third river is the Tigris, it runs along the east side of Ashur.
And the fourth river is the Euphrates, which we all know flows into Syria.
Lands with names will prove that they were already in place before the new man.
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The Perfect Man40
Then God took and put the man in Eden to work it and take care of it.
You are free to eat from any tree in the garden, Lord God commanded.
But you must not eat from the tree of knowledge of good and evil, He warned.
And He further added, for you will certainly die when you eat from it.
The man was immortal but will die if follows not what was commanded.
This is the condition that God gave the new man to obey or be darned.
The Gods Bowed Down to the New Man41
God created the new man as the successor in ruling the whole earth.
He asked the gods to bow down to the new man for he is sinless and pure.
Satan bows not, claiming that the man will forever not remain sinless.
But God said that the man did not evolve from animal hence has no dirt.
Satan was not appeased and asked a chance to test the man just to be sure.
God relented but warned Satan not to harm the man for he is faultless.
New Animals42
It is not good for him to be alone he needs a helper that suits him.
Thus says the Lord, so he brought forth all the animals and birds before him.
He brought them to the man so he can give names to all living creatures.
This is to highlight name calling for man named the places cited before.
The places were intact after the meteors so they still have their earlier names.
Unlike the animals, they perished, so they need to be given new names.
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Adam and Eve43
God named the man Adam and found no animals suitable to help him.
So Lord God let Adam fall into a deep sleep and took a rib from him.
Then God closed Adam’s wound with flesh, the first surgery ever recorded
And the Lord God made a woman from the rib which made Adam delighted.
Though woman was the earth gods’ downfall, she can never be parted from man.
In order to do pro-creation they need to make their flesh into one.
Satan’s Test44
With God’s approval, Satan can possess any living being he likes.
Few dragons survived the meteors because it evaded them on their flights.
Being the next powerful being, Satan used it to lure the woman.
Satan knew that the woman called Eve was easy to convince than the man.
Despite Adam’s forewarning, Eve was sweet talked to eat the forbidden fruit.
Eve did not die thus made Adam to eat also the controversial fruit.
The Need for Satan to Possess the Dragon45
After the meteors, God has forbidden the earth gods to set foot on earth.
Only God and angels can be present in persons but on holy grounds.
The earth gods can only manifest their presence in the deep of the earth.
When authorize, the gods may possess earth beings to set foot on its ground.
For God had set some parts of earth where the effect of their powers is dearth.
So the dragon that let itself to be used was punished to crawl on grounds.
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